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Support

I am writing to you to let you know that I strongly support the initiative to make it easier to build rental building on residential streets. Me and my husband
are currently happy renters in the West End. We moved into our current place 8 years ago, before the rent went through the roof and therefore our place is
affordable to us. We love our neighbourhood, our building, (which is also located on a quiet street, not an arterial road!) and our community of friends and
neighbours. We hope we will be able to call Vancouver home for many years to come, however, should we ever have to move due to renovictions (which is
a constant threat to us) or if we decide to grow our family and our 1-Bedroom apartment won't be big enough anymore, I don't think we will be able to find
a suitable home in this city, as there is just not enough supply of the type of housing we would be looking for. If we had to move, we would be looking for
another rental, with 2-3 bedrooms in a building similar to our current one, a 4 storey walk-up, close to shopping areas that provide for our daily needs and in
a neighbourhood that has safe cycling infrastructure, which is how we get around. And that just doesn't get built in this city right now. Restricting rental
buildings to arterial road only is not an option! This tells me that you think people ike me are second class citizens, who get what the wealthy citizens (the
one's that own the single family houses) don't want. I hope you support this policy, so fam lies like mine have a chance to ive and stay in and contribute to
this great city!
Simone Stoff
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Support

This is a great proposal to provide more desperately needed rental housing across our city.
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Support

Vancouver is really short of rental housing for families. Making a big change ike this is the only real way of making a dent in our City's affordabi ity of living.
Many cities across the world are moving in this direction. Multi family rental buildings along arterial and transit routes is key to improving affordability of
living with easy access to transit. Only way to have sustainable and livable city for the future. I support this important initiative to streamline speedy
development of rental housing units.
Rajinder Mann

West Point Grey

No web
attachments.

Support

As a renter that has struggled to find and compete with other rental seekers in our limited rental pool, I highly support not only more availability in general,
but opening up the increased possibility of being able to not live on a busy road. Renters are not "buffers" for traffic noise and pollution, nor should we be
relegated to iving in basements outside of the downtown core.

West End
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Support

Good Evening City Council, I'm writing to you to express my support for the Streamlining of Rental Around Local Shopping Areas. We are in an absolute
crisis right now. I have two points I want to make, first is evidence based and second is my personal experience. 1. If we look at Canada historically, we are
at a time where we are building less single family homes and less apartments than the past. Per Stats Canada we peaked in apartment construction in the
early 1970's and we peaked in single fam ly home construction in the mid 1980's. We are growing our population and trying to create thriving communities
without considering our housing stock at all. Zoning laws are the major culprit of our lack of affordable housing. Much of the city is segregated into parcels
that dictate what can and can't be built. Zoning laws in the city are deeply discriminatory for lower and middle class citizens. This is seen most evidently by
looking at the very reason for our zoning laws to exist. Urban Planner Harland Bartholomew was brought in by the city in 1927 to devise a zoning plan for
Vancouver. His goal and I quote was "largely to prevent the intrusion of apartment houses in single or two-family residential areas". Bartholomew's zoning
bylaw became official law on February 5th, 1927. Further zoning laws came shortly after and the zoning we see today in Vancouver is largely unchanged
from that original zoning but our entire world has changed drastica ly in the 90 odd years since then. This brings me to the point of Rental Housing. Unless
we want to create a city exclusively for those who lucked out and bought in 30-40 years ago or we want to create a playground purely for the rich then we
need change. Vancouver is one of the most unaffordable cities in the world and has some of the highest house price to income ratios and this is largely
related to our zoning. We opt to build luxury condos in small dense parcels while leaving single family home neighborhoods untouched. We are missing that
middle housing that middle class and lower class citizens so desperately need. This proposal to streamline development is exactly what's needed. 2. My
second point is anecdotal. I live in an apartment with my girlfriend. We're a young professional couple that are fortunate enough to make well beyond the
median family income in the city. We have zero hope of ever affording a home. A down payment on a decent townhome or even a condo would take us a
decade to save for. I grew up as a kid in the 90's where one parent worked and my parents could afford a house with a yard. That isn't the case anymore.
Anyone with children against this proposal should realize they are damaging their future. You will wake up one day and wonder where all your kids have
gone. All I ask is that we create a city where you don't need to be a lottery winner or millionaire to get by. I've done everything right and have a six figure job
and housing will never be available for me here. Thank you.
Teagen Bo l
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Support

This city has way too many limitations on what can be built where. We are so desperately in need of more housing, including rentals, while this counc l
dithers. If you can't approve this, nothing more ambitious has a chance. Please START by approving this, then making it possible to build on less busy
streets so the majority of us can stop raising children on polluted arteriels. But for now, it will have to do, since I cannot pay 3500-4000k in rent. People are
impacted by your lack of action. Please just upzone the whole city. I notice all the single family/mansion construction gets approved without comment! I am
so tired and frustrated with having to fight for every new building
Zoe Mabry
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Support

I support rezoning. The amount of single family dwellings in Vancouver is too high and is contr buting to the unaffordable prices.
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Support

I am a university student and we need more rental availability throughout the city not just in the downtown hubs. Support the initiatives on expedited rental
development particularly on transit corridors. Not everyone can afford a house or their own vehicles. The city needs to evolve and sustainable for all
demographics of the population. Improving supply should ease rental rates as well over time.
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